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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1964

Teenager Killed In Cafe; Three Wounded

nd

1 Man Beaten To Death
After Begging Help

Courts Asked
To Investigate
Bias In Juries

A 19.year-old youth was shot demoiselle -ate at 274 E. Mcto death, three other persGas Lemore after a cook got into a
wounded in shootings, and an- heated argument about a waitother man beaten to death in ress sweeping over their feet
four separate incidents of vio- with a broom.
lence here late last week and After a violent argument en•
early Sunday.
sued, someone in a crowd up
Milton Montgomery, Jr., 19, front in the establishment said,
St.
314
of
Paul st., was fatally "Shoot her,- and several shots
wounded in a cafe at 528 Her- were fired by an unknown pernando on Saturday by Willie son Martin, 50, of 550 Hernando.
Miss JessM Mae Robinson,
Montgomery reportedly put a 23, of 1275 Neptune, the cook,
razor to the throat of a boy who received scalp wounds from a
had come into the cafe where bullet, ano' her boy friend,
Martin was employee, a n d Charles Walker of 113 S.
when he attempted to intercede Fourth, was struck in the upper
for the youth, Montgomery re- left chest.
portedly turned the razor on Mr. Walker is in John Gaston
him. Martin then shot the youth hospital in <i itical condition.
who died later.
BEATEN TO DEATH
Martin, who has a record for After begging to be admitted
a previous murder, was held to a house at 1223 Sardis at.,
without bond on Monday for the last Thursday, Amos L. Martin,
action of the Shelby County 59, of 355 Ed..h was bludgeoned
Grand Jury.
to death by an unidentified
SHOT WITH HIS GUN
man, who came into the yard
Fred S. Ancerson, 22, of 210 and repeatedly struck the vicjrcr Cossitt, Apt.:;, was shot in the tim with a board.
stomach about 4 last Saturday Mr. Martin ran up on the
afternoon by Rosie Lee Mc- porch of the house occupied by
Dowell, 19, ef 200 Cossitt, who Mr. and Mrs. Valtee Watson
MEN IN UNCF DRIVE—This year's chairman, two past
was visiting in his apartment. Watson, began beating on the
chairmen and the 1964 keynote speaker for the United
According to Insp. E. C. door, and begged to be admitNegro College Fund campaign in the Memphis area make
ORANGE, Calif. — (UPI) —
Swann,
Anderson slapped the ted.
up this collection of civic workers. Seated, left to right:
The brother of slain Congo
young
woman after accusing The Watson's daughter, Cee
T.
II.
George D. Clark Jr., 1964 UNCF chairman, and Atty.
missionary Dr. Paul Carlson
of
her
having
been in the apart- Esther Watson, 14, went to the
e,
newly
Lockard,
elected squii
who was the '64 keynote
eventually may follow in his
ment of another man.
door, but she was told by her
Speaker. Standing, left to right: Melvin Conley, 1963 chairfootsteps, according to his wife.
After Miss McDowell went mother not to admit anyone.
man, and Frank I,ewis, 1962 chairman.
Mrs. Betty Carlson said her
into the. bathroom to wash her While the man pleaded for
husband, Dr. Dwight Carlson,
face, Anderson got a pistol help, the family saw another
31, an intern at Orange County
from a drawer, followed her man come up and continue to
General Hospital, has three
into the bathroom and threat- beat the man. As Mr.
years to serve in an internal
ened to shoot her if he caught WO to escape across the
medical residency at Harbor
her with 'Someone else.
greet and into a bayou, the
General Hospital starting early
Anderson then put the pistol man continued striking him
next year.
back
the
in
drawer. Seeing with the ,board. In the mean"Then we will do whatever
where he kept the weapon, mio time, the Watsons summoned
God wills," she said.
Knights, and his nine-year-old son, Larry L.
McDowell
the pistol and the police.
got
MALLORY KNIGHTS ON MAIN—Members
Paul Carlson was held prisonStrong, ringing the bell for charity. Standing er in the Congo for months bethen fired at him, striking hrin The victi:a was carried to
of the Mallory Knights Charitable Organizain the rear is Rev. D. E. Herring, Jr., pres- fore he was executed last week. Shelby County school teach- $35; Howard Sims, $60; Mrs. in the upper part of his John Gaston hospital after oftion have a booth on Main St. near Beale this
ident of the Mallory Knights. Contributions Twice his death sentence was
stomach.
ficers arrived, but was proyear, and have stepped up their annual
contributed $1,411 to the Ann L. Weathers, $33; Miss The victim
or request for Christmas help may be sent to commuted by rebel Congolese ers
was in John Gas- nounced dead on arrival.
Christmas Drive to get funds to help needy
Geraldine Lynom, $7; Matthew
College
Negro
Unitei.
current
the organization's headquarters at 280 Her- while American officials negochildren and families a Christmas, and here
Thornton, $26; Elder Blair T. ton hospital on Monday in criti- Insp. Swann said it has been
Fund campaign and pushed the Hunt, $30; and Miss Naorift cal condition. Miss McDowell established that the victim was
nando St., Memphis. Deadline for seeking tiated for his release.
they are seen with a young mother and child
baskets is Dec. 15.
who contributed to the drive. Seen in booth
"If God should lead us in drive over the $6,000 mark, it Gordon, a $100 check from B. has been charged with assault seen drinking in the company
to murder.
are Harry L. Strong, director of the -Mallory
this direction," said Mrs. Carl- was announced this week by G. Olive Jr.
of three men before he was
T.WOISHOT IN CAFE
son, "we are more than will- George D. Clark Jr., general Report meetings are held on
fatally beaten. The investigachairman.
ing because of those (Congo)
Monday nights at 7:30 in the Two persons were shot early
experiences to go to foreign Money reported last week faculty lounge of Brownlee Hall Sunday morning at the Ma-Ition is continuing.
boosted the total to $6,346.50, on the LeMoyne College camfields.
"However we are not going to Mr. Clark said.
pus.
do anything impetuous like In charge of the campaign
among the county teaopers was
she
"
joo
Paul's
over
taking
MINEOLA, N. Y. — (UPI) —
said. "Neither are we going to Cornell Wells, principal of E. A. Rust College Alumni Day
Two unemployed Negro labor- say we will not get involved. Ilarrold School in Millington.
ers accused of kidnaping and But although we are carrying Miss Harry Mae Simons At Centenary Sunday
an attractive white moth on as before, anything could principal of Magnolia Elemen- The Memphis Chapter of Rust
raping
Membes of the Unity League City Officials that it feels that
tary School, s UNCF chairman college will hold its annual
er of three are scheduled to be happen."
of Memphis have asked the Negroes are being "deliberate- arraigned in Mineola district
of the city teachers division. A
and systematically
willfully
ly,
Sunday, December The National Evangelist De- A number of the awards and
WASHINGTON — T h e Su- partial report from city teach- alumni day
Mayor and members of the City excluded from job opportunities court.
B. 13, 1961 at Centenary Methodist partment of the Church of God mementos which he received
ommission to take steps to afforded by our great city," District Court Judge Albert preme Court rejected an appeal ers includes 1137 from A.
C. Moore ordered the two held from seven southern states that Hill, $32 froni Norris and $19 church, corner of Mississippi in Christ has purchased the during his life will be displayed.
employ Negroes in jobs within and that steps should be taken
The first pilgrimage to the
and Austin street. President
without bail on a kidnaping held school segregation may be from Douglas Elementary.
accordoriginal home of Bishop Charles site where the founder of the
in
injustices.
government
the
correct
to
the city
charge and set a date for the justified by inherent aiffer- Other volunteer workers re- Smith will be the principal
ance with a promise made early Mayor William B. Ingram
at 1121 Mississippi Church of God in Christ lived,
arraignment to give them time ences between whites and Ne- porting last. week were John speaker. Mrs. Ann Willis presi- H. Mason
in 1964 to hire persons in city and members of the City Com- to find
Blvd. in an effort to preserve prayed and was said to have
Taylor, $57; Norvell Powell, dent.
a lawyer.
goes.
offices without regard to race. mission agreed to make a study
the effects of the late founder received "visions from God"
The Unity League, of which of the city's employment pracwas made last Friday afternoon
of the church.
0. Z. Evers is chairman of the tices and report on the matter
The home, obtained at a cost at 4:30 p.m.
board, Rev. I,. A. Blake presiof $25,000, will be completely Thousands of delegates atdent, and Rev. James Smith
restored to its original ele- terming the 57th annual convoexecutive director, has asked
cation are expected to visit the
gance.
for considerption in several
Enshrined, but without enshrined home. Daily broadareas.
charge, will be the late church casts are being made from the
In a resolution drawn up at a
leader's private room. The only home.
Unity
the
recent ifleeting,
things to be added to the room Bishop L. C. Page is presiLeague stated "There should
will be a golden altar and an dent of the Mason Foundation
or
board
every
ri
be Negroes %,
"Eternal Light," kept burning and Shrine, Bishop J. 0. Patgovcity
our
within
commission
as a symbol of the Bishop's terson, Sr., treasurer, and Mrs.
ernment.
Julia M. Atkins, secretary.
message
"Thc inspection bureau should Members of the Davis family
at 284 Adolphus ave. continue
have Negro e lop loy ees
there should be more Negro to receive help from Morris
meter maids. At present there Barbershop at 1239 Evergreen,
is only one. There are no Negro Mrs. Alma Morris, who operclerical workers and no Negroes ates a beauty shop at the Evergreen location, collected five
in the traffic bureau.
baskets of food for the family,
LILY-WHITE AREAS
KHARTOUM. Sudan — (UPI) at the airport where large num"There should be Negroes in along with a large supply of
Sudanese asNegroes and Arabs battled bers of Negro Interior Min—
clothing.
department.
e city personnel
sembled to meet
appreciate
do
certainly
"We
Khartoum
of
streets
suthe
Negro
through
"There should be
ister Clement Mboro on his repervisors at John Gaston hos- the amount of help Mrs. Davis
in new outbreaks of racial riot- turn from a tour of the restive
shop,"
our
through
received
has
clerand
guards
pital; Negro
southern provinces. The plane
ing.
ical workers at the city airport, Mrs. Morris saia.
was late and rumors swept
Premier Sirr-El-Khatum El
food
the
collect
to
her
Helping
policemen.
park
Negro
and
crowd that the deKhalifa said 14 persons were through the
"Negro white collar workers and clothing from the communkilled and 400 injured in simi- lay was intentional.
should be employed in the city ity were Mrs. Mary Taylor and
Within minutes, the Southern
lar riots earlier.
Mrs. Kathc-iine Humphrey. Mrs.
treasure department.
Steel-helmeted police fired Sudanese began destroying air"There should be Negro cleri- Taylor, who is a beautician at
warning shots over the heads of port property and then march.
cal ...ranters at the city garages. Mrs. Morris shop, has also
rioters but there was no immed- ed on the city and turned their
"There should be Negro cler- given the needy family a reiate retort of casualties. Khali. wrath on Arabs. An American
ical workers at the Memphis frigerator.
cups of coffee. From left are: F. L. Young, Leonard Taylor, fa said he had ordered special missionary library was set aCOFFEE FOR CHARITY—Receipts from the sale of all
Light, Gas and Water Division Also assisting the family were
Sr.. supervisor of Harlem House; Buck Owens, Jaycee security measures, including the fire during the fighting.
cups of coffee sold at the Harlem Houses of Memphis durand more Negro gas and light St. Luke and Vollentine Baptist
banning of processions and pub- When the Negro mobs finally
treasurer; Mrs. Willa Mae Leno.-e, another supervisor, and
ing a 24-hour period on Dec. 15 will be donated to the
churches. Mrs. Davis expressed
meter readers.
William Lightford, Jaycee member. Mayor William B. lic meetings to curb the tense broke up, Arab groups massed
Memphis Jaycees for its Christmas project of supplying
"There should be Negroes in her gratitude for all of the asand attacked a predominItely
Ingram and Cominissionel• Pete Sisson are supposed to par- situation.
clothes and toys to the needy, and here representatives of
has received
the city tax assessors office." sistance she
ticipate in the coffee for charity.
The earlier violence exploded Negro residential district.
Harlem House and the Jaycees are seen making plans over
The Unity League told the through Mrs. Morris.
Jesse 11. Turner, president of
the Memphis branch of the
NAACP, has asked the judges
of circuit, criminal and chancery courts to conduct an investigation into charges that
Negroes are "systematically"
excluded from jury duty in
Shelby County.
"Many criticisms against racial justice in Mississippi are
valid in this county, such as
several standards of justice depending on race of plaintiffs
and defendants," he said.
Mr. Turner tole the judges
that they could note the lack of
Negro jurors as they preside
each day in their courts.
The local NAACP president
has asked the president of the
Memphis Bar Association, Atty.
Gen. Phil Canale and the Grand
Jury to demand or conduct an
investigation of the charge.
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of $195 but in 'his filght he dropped his weapon— two toy pisSACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI) tols, his tessied cap, his sweat— A man robbed a liquor store er—and the loot.
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TREE-PLANTING CEREMONY—Arbor Day was celebrated at Grant Elementary school with the planting of
a dogwood tree and an "Arbor Day" program, with Cub
and Junior Girl Scouts participating. Seen here, from

left, are Frank Lewis, principal; Rita Riley, Miss Rita
Alexander, a teacher; Willie Fry, Jr., and Mrs. Addie
Boyd, president of the school's PTA. A dedication speech
was given by Mrs. A. E. Starks. (Withers Photo)

It Must Be Worthy
APELDOORN,

the

Nether-

lands — (UPI) — The general!
cemetery here removed artificial flowers from graves because they did not have a
"worthy look."

CIVIC CLUB'S OUEEN—Lolita Noel, center, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Noel and fourth grade student at Dunn
Avenue Elementary school, was crowned
queen of the Elliston Height Civic club
recently, and seen placing the crown on
her is Miss Debris Franklin. Standing by
at right is little Corman E. Smith. fourth
place winner. Not present for photograph
were Lillie Roberts, second place winner
and Deborah Norton, third. Little Miss
Noel, the winner, is a junior Girl Scout
and plans to be a movie star.
(B. T. McChriston Photo)

Wants UN Money Issue
Postponed Until'65

CLOTHING FOR NEEDY—Isom Bolden,
12-year-old Tri-State Defender newsboy
of 365-C S. Lauderdale, was among the
scores of persons who contributed clothing for the Davis family of 284 Adolphus,
and accepting it for them at right is Ray

Wicks, a member of the newspaper's circulation department. Looking on at left
is another TSD newsboy. Garland Scott.
14, of 401-D S. Wellington.
(Billy Duncan Photo)

AL'S CYCLE SHOP
HONDA
SERVICE &
SALES
Make This Gift
For Your Son
This Christmas
Th• New Honda 90 — Bridges the power gap. With a perfect corn Promise — a 4-stroke, 90cc motorcycle that combines top economy
plenty of pep and power. The sleek new Henna 90 g:ves !re.
the extra drive you've been looking for in a lightweight. A IL'
. horsepower 'hat whisks you along at more than 55 miles per ho,
"A it carries you 165 miles on each gallon of gasoline. What'r
-ore: a w•t-surnp pressure lubrication system that eliminates nest.
!nine of oil and gas; o compact and rugged steel frbrne that keer,
.-,eight down too fast-handling 188 pounds.

3155 SUMMER

MEMPHIS

324-3180

—The African nations are not
opposed to the rescue operations
of hostages in the Congo per
se, but object to the political
implications of this operation.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —Al- tive at the U.N., is expected to
ex Quaison-Sackey of Ghana, be elected president by unaniwho will be elected president of mous acclamation.
the U.N. Aasembly, expressed
Other than the deadlock over
hope that a showdown on the
the U.S. financing for which no
United Nations financial crisis
apparent solution was available,
can be postponed until next year
Quaison-Sackey said he foresaw
and that the world organization
little problems in settling the
will sail in comparatively
Assembly's agenda.
smooth waters for the weeks
He said the African and Asian
ahead.
In a television interview (CBS. nations wanted an active rather
than
a passive U.N. and he felt
"Face The Nation"), QuaisonSackey sidestepped questions the U.N. charta was flexible
on whether as assembly presi- enough to provide for various
ent he would rule to take away peace-keeping activities of the
he Assembly vote of members organization.
more than two years behind in Quaison-Sackey made these
other points:
their assessments,
"The president will have to —Communist China is not ex.
be guided by Lie Assembly," he peeled to round up sufficient
said. Quaison-Sackey, who is votes this year to be seated in
Ghana's permanent representa- the United Nations.

'tis the season to crow a little
Old Crow has been the inspired gift
bourbon for 129 years. Most mellow
and tasty and very smooth.This year,
the No.1Favorite comes in a festive
holiday wrap.Old Crow...great to give,
great to get.
America's most-gifted Bourbon
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Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME
Address

Mother's name
Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number
Mail to: TAI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

Classified
Houses For Sale
1663 N MI1E111%11011
100 PER CENT 6. I.
NOTES $102.00
Absolutely more for the money in
thin lovely brick Tri-Plax (ionic
with hardwood ns. 220 wiring.
Large hasement over Istal sq. feet,
Carport and garage.
Upstairs Apts.
Private ant. One of the lovely
home. in Glenview. already •ppraised at $13.500.
iii iE PLUS INCOME
CALL TO SEE
TRADE
Celt Carrie • ta. Realtors, 1028
N. Holloway, Malt Knight..
Call to see office number home685-6935. Office 327-4188.

Help Wanted

Ads. . •

100 glAIDS NEEDLE) NOW
Highest salaries. No waiting to start
work. No experience needed. Nicest
homes*. Enjoy own room with TV.
Fare advanced. Free gift on a rri val.
Meet your friends here. Send name and
phone number of reference immediately.
ABLE MAIDS AGENCY
163 N. Main Street
Freeport. N Y.

MAIDS, GUAR. GOOD NEW YORK
LIVE-1N JOBS. $35-55 PER WK.
FARE ADVANCED.
HAROLD EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
BOX 21
LIINBRIHOL N. Y.

Niftygifty

942-4523

Houses For Sale

See Leo King
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
I Salesmen
and
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising In the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE Till-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
21emphis, Tenn.

SLACK it
1110YIN

OLD CROW
wri.r

FEMALE
WANTED
Attractive. Intelligent. alert; representative for Chicago agency, 17 No.
inst. 111.. Suite 1320, Chicago 2. III.

13095
ingiTUCKY STRANNIT
500511014 WHIIIKET
•

rear Stacy-Adams Shoes ior
years —knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
Land-craftsmanship... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort—plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.
You'll

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

PEST

Apts. For Rent

• EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL UC BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
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(Male and Female)
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Itillflrflort

CALL
TWO FORN. ROOMS. $6 k $7 WI< 0
Single man or working woman. Use
of utilities S telephone. Can arrange
to a person on welfare or retired
ma, cheaper. Between Crump Blvd.
Bkr. T. Hi Belli. No. 4 or 8 (Welke,
Pole Line 547 noun. JA 6-0176.
•

.Z. EVERS

be

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

AMAMI
LOAN UFFICE
•

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 & 178 DEAL STREET JA 6-5300

EXPEIt. BABY SITTER
NEEDS WORK
Nest In appearance, years of
experience. Prefer hours of 8
A.M to 5 P.M. Mrs. 3stlie Askew
9tit 3649
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PRINTERS WANTED
'Linotype
operators,
proofreaders and Doormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
Chicago Defender, 2400
S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 20616,
Illinois.
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Lee Family Day Care

Apts. For Rent

e -

86
PROOF

99 South Main

Special Services

Two teachers: (Mats or Female) For
educational work in spare time Will
not interfere with present activities.
TWO FURN. ROOMS. 56 5 57 WE.
Reply to: Teachers, Box 311
Tri•State Defender
Single man or working women use
utilities & telephone. coin arm rice
of
Name
to a person On welfare or retired by
Address
ma, cheaper. Between Crump Blvd,
Bkr. T. HI. ACK No. 6 or• IN/ether]
Telephone No.
Bus Una 547 Dutra IA 64/116,
School. now working

01.4)
CROW

• JONES. RAGLAND

FOR SALE: Jeeps $64.50. boats $6.18.
ypewriters $4.15, airplanes $72 20,
autos. farm tractors, and many otners
too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete directory where to buy In your state, send
$1.00. or $1.75 for national directory
to Blaketag Surplus. P.O. Box 223,
Memphis, Tenn.. 38101.

GIBSON VAN SERVICE
Move, Vs price. 398-4237 or 397-2810.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME IN BEACON] Lakewood Garden. Na money
Jobs waiting 3.18,'M Agcy. 210 Past
down.
Low rates. Call Mollundro PenMAIDS - N.Y. - to $65 WE Tickets sent
ny Realty Company, 357-1143, 358
Ave. Westbury, N.Y.
1143 or 357-2775.

WANTED

For Sale Misc. .
FOR SALE: Jeeps $64.50. Mate $8.18,
typewriters $4.15, airplanes $72.20.
auto., farm tractors. and many others
too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For camPlete dirt/Story when to buy In your state. send
$1.00, or $1.75 for national directory
In Blaketag Surplus. P.O. Box 223.
Memphis, Tenn., 38101.

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162.164.166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
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Teenager Killed In Cafe; Three Wounded
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Man Beaten To Death
After Begging Help

A 19-year-old youth was shot demoiselle cafe at 274 E. Mcto death, three other persons Lemore after a cook got into a
wounded in shootings, and an- heated argument about a waitother man beaten to death in ress sweeping over their feet
four separate incidents of vio- with a broom.
lence here late last week and After a violent argument enearly Sunday.
sued, someone in a crowd up
Milton Montgomery, Jr., 19, front in the establishment said,
of 314 St. Paul at., was fatally "Shoot her,'' and several shots
wounded in a cafe at 528 Her- were fired by an unknown pernando on Saturday by Willie son.
Martin, 50, of 550 Hernando.
Miss Jessie Mae Robinson,
Montgomery reportedly put a 23, of 1275 Neptune, the cook,
razor to the throat of a boy who received scalp wounds from a
had come into the cafe where bullet, and her boy friend,
Martin was employer.2, and Charles Walker of 113 S.
when he attempted to intercede Fourth, was struck in the upper
for the youth, Montgomery re- left chest.
portedly turned the razor on T,Ir. Walker is in John Gaston
him. Martin then shot the youth hospital in (laical condition.
who died later.
BEATEN TO DEATH
Martin, who has a record for After begging to be admitted
a previous murder, was held to a house at. 1223 Sardis at.,
without bond on Monday for the last Thursday, Amos L. Martin,
action of the Shelby County 59, of 355 Erli,h was bludgeoned
Grand Jury.
to death by an unidentified
SHOT WITH HIS GUN
man, who came into the yard
Fred S. Ancerson, 22, of 210 and repeatedly struck the vicCossitt, Apt.
was shot in the tim with a board.
stomach about 4 last Saturday Mr. Martin ran tip on the
._
afternoon *uy Rosie Lee Mc- porch of the house occupied by
Dowell, 19, et 200 Cossitt, who Mr. and Mrs. Valtee Watson
MEN IN UNCF DRIVE—This year's .chairman, two past
was visiting in his apartment. Watson, began beating on the
chairmen and the 1964 keynote speaker for the United
According to Insp. E. C. door, and begged to be admitNegro College Fund campaign in the Memphis area make
ORANGE, Calif. — (UPI) —
Swann,
Anderson slapped the ed.
up this collection of civic workers. Seated, left to right:
The brother of slain Congo
George D, Clark Jr., 1964 UNCF chairman, and Atty. H. T. young woman after accusing The Watson's daughter, Cee
missionary Dr. Paul Carlson
her of having been in the apart- Esther Watson, 14, went to the
Lockard, newly elected squire, who Wam the '64 keynote
eventually may follow in his
ment of another man.
door, but she was told by her
speaker. Standing, left to right: Melvin Conley, 1963 chairfootsteps, according to his wife.
After Miss McDowell went mother not to admit anyone.
man, and Frank Lewis, 1962 chairman.
Mrs. Betty Carlson said her
into the. bathroom to wash her While the man pleaded for
husband, Dr. Dwight Carlson,
face. Anderson got a pistol help, the family saw another
31, an intern at Orange County
from a drawer, followed her man come up and continue to
General Hospital, has three
into the bathroom and threat- beat the man, As Mr. Martin
years to serve in an internal
ened to shoot her if hf caught trieCi to escape across the
medical residency at Harbor
her with 'someone else.
Street and into a bayou, the
General Hospital starting early
Anderson then put the pistol man continued striking him
next year.
back
drawer.
the
Seeing with the .board. In the meanin
"Then we will do whatever
where he kent the weapon, Mies time, the Walsons summoned
God wills," she said.
Knights, and his nine-year-old son, Larry L.
got
McDowell
the
pistol
and the police.
MALLORY KNIGHTS ON MAIN—Members
Paul Carlson was held prisonthen fired at him, striking hfin The victi:a was carried to
Strong, ringing thc bell for charity. Standing er in the Congo for months beof the Mallory Knights Charitable Organizain the rear is Rev. D. F. Herring, Jr., pres- fore he was executed last week. Shelby County school teach- $35; Howard Sims, $60; Mrs. in the upper part of his John Gaston hospital after oftion have a booth on Main St. near Beale this
stomach.
ident of the Mallory Knights. Contributions Twice his death sentence was
ficers arrived, but was proyear, and have stepped up their annual
ers contributed $1,411 to the Ann L. Weathers, $33; Miss The
victim %vas in John Gas- nounced dead on arrival.
or request for Christmas help may be sent to commuted by rebel Congolese
Christmas Drive to get funds to help needy
Geraldine Lynom, $7; Matthew
Negro
College
Unitei.
current
the organization's headquarters at 280 Her- while American officials negochildren and families a Christmas, and here
Thornton, $26; Elder Blair T. ton hospital on Monday in criti- Insp. Swann said it has been
Fund campaign and pushed the Hunt, $30; and Miss Naomi cal condition. Miss McDowell established that the victim was
nando St., Memphis. Deadline for seeking tiated for his release.
they are seen with a young mother and child
baskets is Dec. 15.
who contributed to the drive. Seen in booth
"If Gcd should lead us in drivt over the $6,000 mark, it Gordon, a $100 check from B. has been charged with assault seen drinking in the company
to murder.
are Harry L. Strong, director of the Mallory
this direction," said Mrs. Carl- was announced this week by G. Olive Jr.
of three men before he was
TWO SHOT IN CAFE
son, "we are more than will- George D. Clark Jr., general Report meetings are held on
fatally beaten. The investigachairman.
ing because of those (Congo)
Monday nights at 7:30 in the Two persons were shot early
experiences to go to foreign Money reported last week faculty lounge of Brownlee Hall Sunday morning at the Ma- tion is continuing.
boosted the total to $6,346.50, on the LeMoyne College camfields.
"However we are not going to Mr. Clark said.
pus.
do anything impetuous like In charge of the campaign
among the county teaopers was
she
"
joo
Paul's
over
taking
MINEOLA, N. Y. — (UPI) —
said. "Neither are we going to Cornell Wells, principal of E. A. Rust College Alumni Day
Two unemployed Negro labor- say we will not get involved. Harrold School in Millington.
ers accused of kidnaping and But although we are carrying Miss Harry Mae Simons At Centenary Sunday
an attractive white moth on as before, anything could principal of Magnolia Elemen- The Memphis Chapter of Rust
raping
Membes of the Unity League City Officials that it feels that
tary School, ts UNCF chairman college will hold its annual
er of three are scheduled to be happen."
of Memphis have asked the Negroes are being "deliberate- arraigned in Mineola district
of the city teachers division. A
ly, willfully and systematically
Sunday, December The National Evangelist De- A number of the awards and
City
WASHINGTON — T h e Su- partial report from city teach- alumni day
ayor and members of the
excluded from job opportunities court.
13, 1964 at Centenary Methodist partment of the Church of God mementos which he received
ommission to take steps to afforded by our great city," District Court Judge Albert preme Court rejected an appeal ers includes $137 from A. B.
C. Moore ordered the two held from seven southern states that Hill, $32 froni Norris and $19 church, corner of Mississippi in Christ has purchased the during his life will be displayeci.
employ Negroes in jobs within and that steps should be taken
The first pilgrimage to the
and Austin street. President
without bail on a kidnaping held school segregation may be from Douglas Elementary.
original home of Bishop Charles site where the founder of the
the city government in accord- to correct Inc Injustices.
charge and set a date for the justified by inherent aiffer- Other volunteer workers re- Smith will be the principal
ance with a promise made early Mayor William B. Ingram
Mississippi
1121
at
Church of God in Christ lived,
arraignmcnt to give them time ences between whites and Ne- porting last. week were John speaker. Mrs. Ann Willis presi- H. Mason
in 1964 to hire persons in city and members of the City Com- to
Blvd. in an effort to preserve prayed and was said to have
Taylor, $57; Norvell Powell, dent.
find a law\ er
goes.
offices without regard to race. mission agreed to make a study
the effects of the late founder received "visions from God"
The Unity League, of which of the city's employment pracwas made last Friday afternoon
of the church.
0. Z. Evers is chairman of the tices and report on the matter
The home, obtained at a cost at 4:30 p.m.
boarc, Rev. I.. A. Blake presi•
of $25,000, will be completely Thousands of delegates atdent, and Rev. James Smith
restored to its original ele- tending the 57th annual convoasked
executive director, has
cation are expected to visit the
gance.
for consideration in several
Enshrined, but without enshrined home. Daily broadareas.
charge, will he the late church casts are being made from the
In a resolution drawn up at a
leader's private room. The,only home.
Unity
the
ifleeting,
recent
things to be added to the room Bishop L. C. Page is presiLeague stated "There should
will be a golden altar and an dent of the Mason Foundation
be Negroes en every board or
"Eternal Light," kept burning and Shrine, Bishop J. 0. Patcommission within our city govas a symbol of the Bishop's terson, Sr., treasurer, and Mrs.
ernment.
Julia M. Atkins, secretary.
message.
"The inspection bureau should Members of the Davis family
at 284 Adolphus ave. continue
have Negro employees
there should be more Negro to receive help from Morris
meter maids. At present there Barbershop at 1239 Evergreen,
is only one. There are no Negro Mrs. Alma Morris, who operclerical workers and no Negroes ates a beauty shop at the Evergreen location, collected five
in the traffic bureau.
baskets of food for the family,
Las-wiirrE AREAS
KHARTOUM, Sudan — (UPI) at the airport where large numshould" be Negroes in along with a large supply of
Sudanese asNegroes and Arabs battled bers of Negro
—
clothing.
department.
personnel
e city
sembled to meet Interior Min"There
appreciate
do
certainly
"We
Khartoum
suNegro
of
streets
be
the
through
should
"There
ister Clement Mboro on his repervisors at John Gaston hos- the amount of help Mrs. Davis
in new outbreaks of racial riot- turn from a tour of the restive
pital; Negro guards and cler- has received through our shop,"
southern proviozes. The plane
ing.
ical workers at the city airport, Mrs. Morris saki.
rumors swept
Premier Sirr-El-Khattim El was late and
Helping her to collect the food
and Negro park policemen.
that the deKhalifa said 14 persons were through the crowd
"Negro white collar workers and clothing from the communkilled and 400 injured in simi- lay was intentional.
should be employed in the city ity were Mrs Mary Taylor and
Within minutes, the Southern
lar riots earlier.
Mrs. Katherine Humphrey. Mrs.
treasure department.
Steel-helmeted police fired Sudanese began destroying air"There should be Negro cleri- Taylor, who is a beautician at
warning shots over the heads of port property and then marchcal workers at the city garages. Mrs. Morris' shop, has also
rioters but there was no immed- ed on the city and turned their
"There should be Negro cler- given the needy family a re11111 iate retort of casualties. Khali- wrath on Arabs. An American
ical workers at the Memphis frigerator.
cups of coffee. From left are: F. L. Young, Leonard Taylor, fa said he had ordered special missionary library was set aCOFFEE FOR CHARITY—Receipts from the sale of all
Light, Gas and Water Division Also assisting the family were
Sr., super-visor of Harlem House; Buck Owens, Jaycee security measures, including the fire during the fighting.
cups of coffee sold at the Harlem Houses of Memphis durand more Negro gas and light St. Luke and Vollentine Baptist
treasurer; Mrs. Willa Mae Leno.-e, another supervisor, and
banning of processions and pub- When the Negro mobs finally
ing a 24-hour period on Dec. 15 will be donated to the
churches. Mrs. Davis expressed
meter readers.
William Lightford, Jaycee member. Mayor William B. lic meetings to curb the tense broke up, Arab groups massed
Memphis Jaycees for its Christmas project of supplying
"There should be Negroes in her gratitude for all of the asand attacked • predominitely
Ingram and Commissioner Pete Sisson are supposed to par- situation.
clothes and toys to the needy, and here representatives of
the city tax assessors office." sistance she has received
ticipate in the coffee for charity.
The earlier violence exploded Negro residential district.
Harlem House and the Jaycees are seen making plans mer
The Unity League told the through Mrs. Morris.
Jesse H. Turner, president of
the Memphis branch of the
NAACP, has asked the judges
of circuit, criminal and chancery courts to conduct an investigation into charges that
Negroes are "systematically"
excluded from jury duty in
Shelby County.
"Many criticisms against racial justice in Mississippi are
valid in this county, such as
several standards of justice depending on race of plaintiffs
and defendants," he said.
Mr. Turner tole the judges
that they could note the lack of
Negro jurors as they preside
each day in their courts.
The local NAACP president
has asked the president of the
Memphis Bar Association, Atty.
Gen. Phil Canale and the Grand
Jury to demand or conduct an
Investigation of the charge.
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Teachers Give
$1,411 To UNCF

2 In
City Asked To Employ !Arraign
Kidnap, Rape
Negroes In AllDepts.

Church Pays$25,000
ForShrine To Bishop

o

Davis Family
Continues To
Receive Aid

Sudan Is Battleground
In Negro-Arab Dispute
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YOUR BEST FOOD BUY!

TAYSTEE GIANT BREAD
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Horace Mann No Match For Melrose In Cold Blues Bowl

Top Court Gets Tenn.
Students Sit-In Case •

By BILL LITTLE

Bowl win.
cubicle that needs no ampli- were penalized and the sec- fhey never threatened thereThe hottest place if not the fying.
ond attempt was wide.
after. Melrose drove the ball
Melrose dominated the ac- safest was on
the field as both SIX PLAYS PRODUCE
One of the few passes com- deep into scoring territory but
tion in the first and fourth teams gave up
yards grudg- SCORE
pleted in the game set-up a fumbled. Mann fumbled and
periods and held on in the ingly. A little less than 3,000
Melrose won the toss and Melrose touchdown before the the Melrose machine resumed
other two quarters to over- shivering fans
witnessed the in six plays was leading the first halt ended Mann was its forward thrust that clearpower classy Horace Mann of hard fought game.
The game visitors 6-0. Motton smashed containing the Melrose rush- ed the way for Motton to score
Little Rock, Arkansas 21-6 in was held up as usual for the over
from the 15 yard line. ing by stacking up its defense on a two yard shot that com- WASHINGTON — A case
in dents was John R. Lewis, now intended to obstruct the doorthe 26th annual Blues Bowl sponsoring Elks to present the
Bobby Smith, who in recent but let Motton slip out in the pleted the short sojourn.
grid battle last Saturday night Blues. Next time
which a southern judge is claim- chairman of the Student Non- way or to disrunt the cafeteria's
''Bowlegs" games has had little to do on flat unoticed to receive a short Smith booted the point.
in Crump Stadium.
game ceremonies that included offense because the Melrose flip that went for 48 yards. Mann had a quick backfield ed to have misled an all-white Violent Coordinating Commit- business in any way." the
Legal Defense Fund brief asExcept for one big gainer a speech by ailing Mayor Wil- passers haven't been on tar- After a 15 yards penalty for and the fans were rewarded jury by telling them to use a tee.
Legal Defense Fund attorneys serts, "requires that the conthe Golden Wildcats had to liam Ingram. Gene "Bowlegs" get, split the uprights with unsportsmanlike conduct Hos- with some tricky brokenfield civil
rather Mtn a criminal law further argue that Tennessee victions be
reversed."
rely on their strong running Miller played the St. Louis the first of his three conver- kins slipped off several would running by halfbacks Grover
to convict Negro sit-in dem- failed to back up its case by Title 2 of the Civil Rights Act
game as the cold weather and Blues or was it the Memphis sion boots.
be tacklers and scored stand- Richardson
and
Eugene
the hard charging Mann lines- Blues. Next time "Bowleys" Mann could have knotted ing up. Smith gave Melrose Brown. The Arkansas eleven onstrators was taken to the U.S. proving its charge that the Ne of 1964, the public accommocamen thwarted the Melrose when you're invited to emu- the score in the second quart- a 14-6 margin at the inter- just couldn't generate a con- Supreme Court by the NAACP gro students were guilty of "un- ions portion, also "compels
lawful conspiracy."
the reversal of these cases,"
passing attack. LeRoy Motton late the late greatt W. C. Han- er after quarterback Wesley mission.
sistent attack. Mann gave Legal Defense Fund.
"Under Tennessee law," the the brief adds.
scored two touchdowns with dy with your trumpet be sure Mason had capped a 60 yard
The
Tennessee
Supreme
Court
Melrose fits on their kick-off
FUMBLES COSTLY
attorneys maintain, "it is neces- Section 201 of Title 2 states
late blossoming Sylvester Hos- that the Elks supply you with drive by knifing across the
The third period was a ten- returns, and two times Mann acknowledged that the trial sary to prove both an agree- that "all persons shall be
enkins getting the other to lead a mike unless they plan to goal line from the one. The
backs were just inches away judge had erred in instructing
defensive
acious
dogfight
as
Melrose to their first Blues hold the contest inside a small kick was good but the visitors
the jury but eismissed the er- ment and an overt act in order titled to full and equal enjoy.
both teams threw caution to from daylight.
ment
to
of
convict
good,
for
conspiracy.
services, facilithe wind and banged into Jimmy Ward failed to score ror as insubstantial the Legal
"All evidence in this, case ties. privilegr,s, advantages, and
Defense Fund brief asserts.
with
each other
reckless but the chunky 210 pound
accommodations
of any place
abandon. As a result the pig- runner teamed with Motton Eight Negro college students shows, however, is that peti- of public accommodation, as
skin was jarred aloose from grinded out valuable pardage were convicted on charge of tioners (Negro students) went denied In this section, without 411)
cafeteria to attempt to obthe ball crariers on numerous The unsung heroes for Mel- "conspiracy" resulting front a to a
discrimination or segregation
occasions. The bobbles hurt rose are defensive combatants sit in demonstration during Oc- tain service, were barred . . .
Mann more than Melrose be- Columbus Hale, Lynn Cox, tober of 1962 against segrega- and that the resulting conges- on the ground of race, color,
the small vestibule)
cause of the score. The Little Hoskins and the three Jones tion in Nashville's Drrus Web- tion (in
religion, or national origin." Anber Cafeteria. Among the eta- made it inconvenient for other
Rock team, upended in only boys. It was their efforts that
other provision prohibits punpatrons
to
er.ter.
one of ten previous games re- paved the way for a final vicanyone for exercising
ishing
evidence
that
of
"The
lack
covered one fumble on the 19 tory that pushes the Melrose better high school football
and moved to the Melrose be- record to a perfect 10-0. And played in the Mid-South than they (the stuaents) agreed or rights protected by the law.
fore being pushed back to the o Coach Eldridge Mitchell, what is played in the local
15 as the final quarter got Santa Claus has made an early Prep League.
arrival. The Tri-State DefendNo outside team has ever
underway.
By this time Mann had eith- er would like to join the many beaten a Memphis team in the
er spent its energy or was be- others who have congratulat- Blues Bowl. Twice Mann has
with well coached
coming demoralized by the ed you Golden Wildcats for failed
granite like Melrose defense. proving that there isn't any teams.
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The polls for election of officers and members of the
executive committee of the Memphis Branch, NAACP,
will be open from 12:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., Saturday,
December 19, at NAACP Office, 234 Hernando St.
All members are urged to vote;
Also
The Annual Meeting of the NAACP will be held at 4:00
p.m., Sunday, December 28 at Mt. Olive C.M.E. Church.

C
.

NEW DAISY THEATRE
18th CENTURY
MAHOGANY

IN THE VERY BEST OF TRADITION
Rhodes Jennings offers this fine dining room series at a real
bargain price as long as present stocks last. This suite is
quality all the way. The large Chino and Buffet provides on

(except the people who drink it)

abundance of storage. The large table seats 10 people comfort.
Made of select Mahogany Matched Veneers. You must sea
this suite to appreciate its rote beauty.

•

ably

•

SAVINGS ON OPEN STOCK:

54 Inch Breakfront
China Cabinet

42x96 Table

$199
$149
$119

Set of 5 Chairs
5 Side I Arm

$159

62 Inch Buffet

1887. That's when Old Taylor Bourbon was born. Its taste
is still old fashioned. Smooth. Rich.Timeless.Yet the people
who drink Old Taylor 86 aren't old fashioned at all. They're
young, smart, discriminating. And tasteful. Have a sip of
Taylor 86 and you'll join them.
,Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 86 Proof. The Old Taylo, 0,s1,1fery Co , Frankfort & toupsville, Ky.
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TERMS
ARRANGED muj
TO SUIT YOU

MKS

6;71:

•

L„.1— JENNINGS
URNUURE LOMPAINY
MAI N AT •IEFeERSON • DOWNTOWN

32S-13111

FREE-5 POUND FRUIT CAKE
WITH A PURCHASE OF
$39 95 OR MORE

•
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Owen To Present Choir
And Players In Pageant

Geraldine Lynom
Leads In Contest

The Owen College Players
together with the Owen College Choir will present the annual Christmas choral pageant
on Sun,!ly, December 13, at
4:00 p.m. in the college chapel.
This Year's production is
entitled "AT THE FEET OF
THE MADONNA," written by
Charlotte I. Lee.
The play is centered around
adoration of the Virgin Mary.
A young mother lonely for her
dead son; a trembling martyr,
seeking solace for persecution
on the morrow, a power weary
Queen; a pioneer woman; and
a modern girl — all lay their
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Geraldine Lynom, a
junior at LeMoyne, was leading this week in the college's
'MISS UNCF' contest conducted in conjunction with the
annual United Negro College

Fund campaign. The contest
closes at noon Dec. 16.
Winner of the contest will
represent LeMoyne in the national 'Miss UN C F' pageant
which will highlight the National Alumni Council of UNCF conference in Dallas, Texas
in February. Winners from 31
other campuses will participate
in the colorful pageant.
All money raised by contestants is turned over to the
UNCF campaign. Student
participation in UNCF drives
The Manassas High School
on the 32 member campuses
annual PTA Tea will be given
provides about $50,000 a year
in the school cafeteria next
for the national fund.
Sunday from 4 to 6 p.m., and
Miss Lynom is not too far
the public is invited.
out front with $112.64, followThe theme of the tea will be
ed by Miss Melvin L. Jones,
"Symphony in Rec."
sophomore, $102.03; Miss PaMrs. Lucille Price is PTA tricia Townsel, senior, $97.08;
president, and Louis B. Hobson and Miss Maxine Peoples,
principal of the school.
freshman, $74.42.

Manassas Hi PTA
To Present Tea

it

/A

I

II

problems and praise at the
feet of the Madonna. Costumes are specially designed
for A moving occasion.
Princpal speakers are:
Madonna, The
Nelms;
Young Mother, Mildred
Davis;
Martyr, Juanita
Branch; Queen, Patsy Allen;
Pioneer
Woman. Peggy
Wilkes; and Modern Girl,
Audrey Gillespie.
Members of the speaking
chorus includes Joyce Cobb,
Kathryn Allen, Velma Nolan,
Thelma Phillips, Barbara
Waitcer,
Anita
Walker,

••

•
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THIS MONEY-SAVING GIFT CERTIFICATE
ENTITLES YOU TO ENTER

Onv New Gift Subscription

for oink$5

AIR MAIL
Af

HOLIDAY WRAPPED

I.

The New Tri•State Defender
236 S. Milligan -Memphis Tenn.

DARK CYE:S

ORDER NOW • PAY NEXT YEAR

WEAVER'S A CAPPELLA CHOIR

A great favorite
in Memphis

A new feature added to the Weaver Elementary school's
extra-curricular activities is an a cappella choir, composed of talented pupils from grades six through eight, and
directed by Alfred Rudd. The group's songs include both
spirituals and patriotic selections. On front row, from left,
are Edna Snelling, Betty Jackson. Alice White, Carolyn
Kerns. Glenda Baskin, Marsha Tate, Dorothy Browley,
Beverly Matthews and Patrice Dunn. On second, rolv, same
order, are Russel Daily, Verna Shane, Brenda Brown.
Rubystine Hayes, Sylvia Waller, Betty Ruth Leasure,

•

Ill
I AIN F.X/'t

Euler the fulloultig gijI at the Jpeclat reduced

Edna Harvey, Eddie Bradford, Danita Dorsey, Vera Waller, Dorothy Jones, Willa Goodwyn, Betty Busby, Jeraline
Taylor, and Leonard Holley, principal. On third row, same
order, are Omar Nicholson, Shelby Ivory, Vera Whiting,
Helen Wilson, Jessie Chalmers, Sandra Hudson, Beverly
Martin, Peggy Williams, Minnie Thompson( Brenda Walton, Diane Martin. James Jones and Alfred Rudd, director. On fourth row are Norris Smith, Wesley Nathaniel,
Bobby Freeman, James Davis, Kevin Brooks, Tyrone Adams
and Ossie Nichols. (Withers Photo).
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Proceeds from the dance
will go to the college, according to the dance chairman,
Miss Alyne Sykes.
A prize will be given to the
person wearing the most oriA St. Nick's Masquerade ginal costume.
Dance has been scheduled for Tickets are $1.25 in advance
Curries Club Tropicana on the and $1.50 at the door.
night of Dec. 23. It will be
sponsored by the LeMoyne
Alumni Club.
One need not doll up in a Wrap head lettuce In aluml•
costume, but it is requested num foil for longer storage. ,
that each patron at least wear Floors take longer to dry If
an eye mask.
waxed on humid and hot days.

AL'S CYCLE SHOP Students Plan
HONDA
SERVICE 1L
SALES
Mahe This Gift
For Your Son
This Christmas
The New Honda 90 - Bridges the power gap. With a perfect cool.
prornis• - o d.stroke, 90cc motorcycle that combines top economy
With plenty of pep and power. The sleek new Hondo 90 gives you
all the •stro drive youl v• been looking for in a lightweight. A lull
6l 1 horsepower that whisks you olong at mor• than 55 miles per hour.
And it carries you 165 mil•s on each gallon of gasoline. What's
more: a wo-sump pressure lubrication system that eliminates messy
mixing of oil and gas, a compact and rugged st•el frame ihot beeps
wei ght down to a fast.handling 188 pounds.
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• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $

Your choice of decanter or
bottle, each gift-wrapped in
gleaming foil for the Holidays.

•
•
•
or

100 OR DO PROOF 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT Of U S.A CLEAR SPRIN.
&STILLING CO, DIVISION JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT, KY.

•

Sat. or Sus. $1.25
Sot. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open S A.M. to 2 P.M.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

•
•
•
•
•
•
io

I

OVER 75 CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

.• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :

m
3100 Summer at Baltic
4 1111••••••■••••••••mwmw••■••ma
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Merry gift idea
for everyone on your Christmas list:
Mom. Dad. Sister Sue.
Brother Bob.
Your teen-age niece, Sally.
Aunt Mary. Uncle Ralph.
Grandma and Grandpa.
Extension phones make wonderful gifts.
For everyone.
(What else that costs so little could bring them so much pleasure?)

•

LOW BANK FINANCING
UP TO
MONTHS
36
TO PAY

SOUTHERN MOTORS,INC.
Fadsn-approved V arranty mailable ONLY
from your Cadillac dealer

Southern Bell
...Samna You

341 Unisn-JA 6.1207 crib 1.9181
Open Erenints
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Mission Worker Choirs To Sing Memphian Heads
Will Speak On In Benefit At Church's Youth
Organization
LeMoyne Sunday Mt. Gilliam
•

fl Cantorium Will
Present 'Messiah'

The New Era Chib of St. be Mrs. Jacqueline G. Satter-John Baptist church, corner of field, soprano; Mrs. Idella H:
Miss Melanie McWilliams,
Annual LeMoyne Sunday, A Musical Extravaganza is
- Nance and Orleans, will pre- Greene, alto, and James Hytet.
Mt. Gilliam Bap- president of the youth of Secfor
scheduled
by
of
sponsored
seniors
the
noted
bass.
cond
Wilson,
Z.
Russell
,se
its
in
Cantorium
II
sent
college, is scheduled for Dec. tist Church, 1029 Raymond St. ond Congregational Church,
jendition of exce r pt s from' Memphis pianist, will accom13 at Second Congregational Sunday, December 13, at 3 was elected president of the
George Frideric Handels' Mes-I pany the group.
Church, Walker at McDowell. p.m.
siah on Sunday Dec. 13, at The New Era Club invites
interracial youth organization
The observance will be a part
4 P.M. The public is invited the public to hear and witness
of the church of the United
this presentation of fine musiof the regular 11 o'clock serv- Participating choirs and their
to attend.
ice.
presidents are Number One, Church of Christ of Tennessee
II Cantorium (The Singers) is cal skill and articulation.
The church is pastored by
Speaker for the occasion Rev. J. D. Jamerson; Number and Kentucky.
a fairly new group in the
will be James Norman, a mis- Two, Albert Cooper; Number Miss McWilliams was electMemphis area, made up of peo- Rev. A. McEwen Williams. The
Era
New
the
of
Club
president
sion worker for the United
ed during annual youth meetple who are deeply interested
Three, Miss Aleon Nickles;
Church Board for World Miniin music as an art. Its mem- is Mrs. Frances Collins.
ing at the Community Congrestries of the United Church Number Four, Miss Delphine
.. bership is made up of five men
gational Church, Pleasant Hill
of Christ through the Division Cummings and Number Five, Tennessee on Saturday, Noand four women, and two acof World Service. He present- Albert Cooper. All of t he vember 21st also present from
_ companists. They are Lee Cunningham, Lucious Lamar, and
ly is a teacher and agricul- church's choirs are under the vember 21st. Also
present
John Brown, tenors; and U.
tural extension worker at
from Second Congregational
HarLouis
Grant Harvey and
Prentiss Normal and Indus- direction of Mrs. C. M. Spights. were Peggy Prater, Stephanie
vey, basses.
trial Institute at Prentiss, Miss. Music is by Mrs. Floretta Mc- Larry, Ronald Walter, Elva
Neal.
Members of the tamale secHONOR AUTHOR AND SUBJECT
The LeMoyne choir will sing
Mickle, Phyllis Holt, and
tion are: Miss Barbara Whitley,
right, president of the university as Dr. during the service, and an in- This program is given on be- Linda Williams. Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. Howard Thurman, minister-at-large at
of
half
ensuing
an
to
program
soprano; Mrs. Georgia B. Brasof
one
Thurman,
Thurman looks on. Dr.
formal refreshment period will
Edwin Prater and the Rev.
Boston University, and the author, Miss
be held December 20, at 3 p.m. John Charles Mickle, pastor of
well, soprano, and Mrs. Mattie Funeral services for the late
the nation's outstanding preachers, was follow in Love Hall.
Elisabeth Yates were honored at a bookthe
in
church
auditorium
that
P. Carter and Mrs. Joye T.
Seniors will offer prayer,
Second Congregational Church,
dean of Boston University's Marsha Chapel
Brinkley, 2694
party luncheon in the school's George
Bell, altos. Harry Winfield and Mrs. Minnie M.
read scriptures and present the will honor the Pastor, Rev. E. who accompanied the young
from 1953 to earlier this year. The book
Sherman Union in conjunction with her
on
Day.
Bates
Appreciation
Mrs. Rosetta Peterson share in Supreme Avenue were held here
Harris
is
speaker. Joseph
people to the meeting.
can be borrowed from the Vance Avenue
Serving as chairman is Mrs.
directing and accompanying Sunday, November 29 at Mt. book, "Howard Thurman, Portrait of a
president of the class.
branch of the Memphis Public Library here
.;.
Irene Richmond, the secrethe group.
Gilliam Baptist church, where Practical Dreamer, which was published
in Memphis. (DU Photo).
tary of the Church. The diAlso appearing with II Canon Nov. 18. Miss Yates is seen presenting a
she had been a member for
rector for the program is Mrs.
torium in guest spots for this
copy of her book to Dr. Harold C. Case,
Dixie Hummingbirds
years.
matiy.
Irene Guinn.
"Messiah"
of
will
presentation
Mrs. Brinkley was born JanSpecial guests will be the
At
Sing
To
Clayborn
All Colors and Color
Rev. J. C. Gaston of St. Petuary 6, 1894 in Holmes ('ounty.
Combinations,
Mississippi, and died following
The Dixie Humming birds er's Baptist Church and his
bodg•• for Whom and
a brief illness on Wednesday.
of Philadelphia, the Williams church choir. Others contriOrpop,zations
The South Memphis District Sisters from Lexington, Miss. buting to the forthcoming proNovember 25. at 7:45 a.m.
. hi,
CHURCH FURNITURE DEPT.
Missionary Institute held its and the Masonic Travelers gram are all the church auxiAt an early age she joined •
Pulpits, Pews, Comm.TobItS
The Collins Chapel C.M.E.
laries, Usher Boards presiAndSt.
at
recently
meeting
appear
Dewill
night,
on
Sunday
Church
Baptist
Moriah
Mt.
: A "Day of Fellowship" will
Lowest Prices asraiIablo
1Church will present its anAME church. The lesson cember 13 at 8 p.m. at Clay- dents, Rodger Wilson and
rew
Baptist
the
at
her,
moved
observed
WRITE FOR ME CATALOG
be
.
Orleans, and in 1934
nual "Mammoth Fellowthip
was taught by Mrs. M. R. born Temple AME church to Lamar Perkins.
SemiI Industrial College and
.
The annual Pastor's Aid Day
membership to Mt. Gilliam
help members and friends The Pastor's Aid president SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
nary in Hernando, Miss., on Baptist Church. She served for Tea" on December 13' in the will be presented next Sun- Todd.
Saturday. Dec. 19, and the many years WI Mothers Board auditorium of Porter Junior day at New Bethel Baptist The next such meeting will celebrate the 12th Anniver- is Mrs. Callie Martin and Mrs.
701 H St., 11.I. 65 Whitehall It., S.W.
be held at the Ward Chapel sary of Memphis' own South- Willie Scott will sec v e as Washington 2,D.C. Atlanta 3, Gmergi•
guest speaker at 11 a.m. will No. 1 and until overcome by ill high school from 5 until 6:30 church.
Bates.
Rev.
to
escort
ern Echoes.
AME church on Dec. 28.
be Rev. J. E. Clark.
health, was in constant attend- p.m.
. In a special program at 3
: Giving a message at 2:30 ance.
A special program is plan- p.m., the speaker will be Rev.
• pan, will be Dr. P.L. Rowe,
She was a member of the ned by the program chairman. H. W. Blacknall, Mrs. Lizzie
t pastor of First Baptist Chelsea.
Delta Mothers Club; City Beau- According to Mrs. Mary Eliza- King, a member of St. Stepegmbers of the choir will
beth Robertson the musical hens Baptist church, will serve
tiful Club Gist Ward.
leaves a daughter, Mrs. program theme is "Christmas as mistress of ceremonies.
'Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, She
The World" with spe- The program is being sponAround
Lowe, three grandchilpastor of East Trigg Baptist Aline
three great-grand chil- cial decorations by Mrs. Au- sored by the Pastor's Aid club,
dren,
reto
present
be
church, will
0,
dren, a nephew, other relatives, brie J. Turner.
of which Mrs. Nina Grimes,
.. present the National Baptist
and a host of friends to mourn
is
Simmons
he program chairman is presiCatherine
Mrs.
Inc.
USA,
convention,
t
Mrs. dent. Mrs. Lillie Mae Evans is
her passing.
event,
the
of
chairman
given
be
will
toys
and
Fruit
i.
co-chairman co-chairman, and Mrs. HarP, to those who attend. The pub- Eulogy was given by Rev. E. Annie Jones is
e'•.
Interment was in Elm- and Rev. William Smith is the vey Turnage secretary.
Bates.
'invited.
is
:hc
Rev. G. G. Brown is pastor
Victory Fun- Minister.
: Dr. Charles W. Guy is wood Cemetery.
was in charge of The public is cordially in- of the church located at 2215
r president of the school found- eral Horne
Stovall.
vited.
services.
ed in 1889.
il
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each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
3 Irri CART HOME SAVINGS!

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

THE QUICKEST FRIED CHICKEN
IN TOWN
WAITING IS NOT A PROBLEM
ONLY

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

7 MINUTES

B H

201 Bital• Av•.

JA 6-9256

YOU ALWAYS SAVE MONEY Al
HACIE i& AWNING co.

216 S. Pauline

Tel. 276-4431

SUP COVER

SPECIAL
SOIrA and (EAPPt
• . ap to four .4'
,oernons. C. ea
8,23413
. . abaft
fasteners
.
Cut
and fit in your.
homo .. Plain and.
printed patterns.
Extra :special

!A 7-9320

Memphis, Tennesie•
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creates What You Think Of"

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

NEED MONEY

$5995

SEE US PLEASE
TO SERVE
LOCAL PEOPLE
HOME OWNED
HOME OPERATED

20% Oft--This Week Only
Custom Tailored

DRAPERIES
IN STOCK.
MEASURED 11NOS
INifilIZED MEE
• FREE ESTIMATES
SAMPLES SHOWN
IN YOUR HOME

COMPLETE YOUR QUALITY STAMP BOOKS - FOR THE BEST SELECTIONS
IN CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT YOUR NEAREST QUALITY STAMP REDEMPTION
CENTER

INC.
248 Vance Ave.

A COMPLETE COOKED CHICKEN ORDER

TAILORS

THE PRICELESS WAY TO SHOP

525-7611

•
QUALITY STAMPS REDEMPTION
CENTER HEaDOUARTERS
1451 Union Avenue, Memphis, Tem.
Jonesboro Arkansas —1101 Gee St.
Tupelo, Mississippi
415 South Gloster St.
Sikeston, Missouri —Hiway 60 E.
Meridian, Mississippi
2318 12th St.
Columbus, Mississippi
124 13th St. N.
Cope Girardeau, Missouri
Kings Hiway at Broadway
Union City, Tennessee
1206 Miles Ave.
Memphis, Tennessee
1784 Frayzer Blvd,
Memphis, Tennessee
Southgate Shopping Cent•r
Memphis, Tennessee
5125 Quince Rood
Memphis, Ten
A vses
Ternne
3ola
Memphis,
725 N. White Station Rd.
Memphis, Tennessee
1451 Union Ave.
Piedmont, Missouri —105 So. Main St.

•

521-8581

DIXIE FINANCE COMPANY
152 Madison Ave.
161 So. Main St.
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the court I roceedings were televised.
— Accepted for argument and
CLEVELAND (UrI)—Municipal Judge Jose
later decision a case challeaging Stearns
has ordered the arrest of 10 civil rights de
a 1562 law restricting mall de- onstrators for
failing to appear on charges stemfni
livery of Otommunist propaganfrom last spring's animal demonstrations.
da from abroad. The appeal was
The Judge Friday called the case of 10 defends
By CHARLOTTE G. MOULTON
brought by forth's I.amont of
for unlawful assembly because
WASHINGTON— (UPI) —The Supreme Court New York. A special
02-ce-ludge Stearns said. no brief had
been
struck down as unconstitutional a Florida Law
LEOPOLDPILLE, The Congo—
P1) —Re- left bi.alt cf the Congo river it a crime for a man and woman of different making court dismissed his complaint filed to support a defense nate at the site of the Stephen II
races to earlier this year. Subsequently, lion to dela% the trials.
Elementary School, the day
ports that five more white hostages have been slained at StanleyviUe.
live together.
a Los Angeles court declared
Rev. Bruce Klunder was k
in the northeast Congo, raised the death toll in two The area ass softened up
Defense
Atty.
Stanley
Tollilass
The
court,
however, did not touch on the broader the
unconstitutional,
prior to the attack by airborne
weeks of rebel atrocities to 93.
— Refused to accept a case in ver said an assistant from his under the treads of a bulldoz
attacks. The planes drop. question of laws barring racialoffice should have been in court Klunder, a young white mi
Information reaching here said the latest victims rocket
ly
which
which
marriages
are
the
mixed
justice department
ped leaflets urging the rebels
Friday.
dozer during picketing of
were two nuns and three priests,1
on
the
books
of
claimed
that
Florida
and
a
the
acceptance of Among the 10
to lay down their arms.
are the Rev. school construction site. He
Court will hhar arguments in federal grants for
number
of
other
states.
all Belgian.
the
education David Zuverink, pastor of the other civil rights
!safely from the Lisaia and Paul- Gov ernment troops then
workers
The u-animous decision Ilm. the case and hand down an °pin- fif military and other governReturning refugees said the'is areas.
Genville United Prebyterian tempted to stop work on
stormed across the river in fer- ked itself to declaring that the
ment
dependents
requaes
ion
later
school Church and a leader of the Uni- school building, charging tha
this session.
Belgians were killed 'ay rebels Other reports said about 1,000 ryboats.
Florida statute prohibiting a
desegregation.
in the Poko region. They were
ted Freedom Movement,
would lead to more de fa
rebels surrendered during the Sgt. Jerry Essen, a mercen- mixed couple to "habitually ... The Court also:
— Declined to hear an appeal The In were arrested April 7 segregation of students.
working at the Dwaka mission
Agreed
to
review
the
conweekend in a mercenary-led at- ary from Rhodesia, said the occupy in the night time the
from seven states based on all
station,
same loom" violated the equal victim of Texas financier Billie argument that inherent differtroops ! troops met little resistance.
Seventeen refugees, including tack by Congolese army
"Dear citizens of Stanleyville. protection of the law guaran- Sol Estes on a charge he swin- ences between Negroes
gendarmeson
Kantangese
and
several Greeks, arrived here snd
The National Congolese army teed in the constitution,
died a Pecos. Texas, farmer. whites might justify school seg.
has arrived. Leave your houses In another action, the Court Estes, facing an eight-year pri- regatien.
'with hands up when the army agreed to hear a challenge to son sentence on the charge, The '''.orida
FROM
arrives.
Connecticut's 85-year-old birth complained that he was unable ion was delivered by .lusttce
"Do not fire. Turn in all arms control law which forbids use ot to obtain a fair trial because Byron R. White.
and give the arm ythe names of
machinegun in a house-to-house
all Simbas (rebel soldiers)."
Essen said the attacking
2506 JACKSON
troops found one Chinese-made
274-1396
search of rebel positions on the
recaptured
left bank. He said
bels were escorted back across
the river to the main part of
St anleyville.
The mercenary sergeant said
many left bank buildings were
MERCURY 2 Dr., H.T., R.H.
severely damaged in the rocket
Autom., P.5.8.
$
U.
S.
attacks delivered from
exiles.
FALCON
4
Dr.,
V-11,
Cuban
R.N., Air
planes piloted by
Cond Still in Warranty
$1495

Sit-Ins Re-arrested

93 In Congo

A-1 USED CARS
HULL DOBBS

TRI-STATE FURNITURE STORE

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems
With 3 Small Low Cost
Real Estate Loin

•

60 Fat Monthly Payments
Cosh `r c“,
Get500.30
51,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
52,500.00
$5,000.00

Aporox.
Mo.
Payments
$ 12.90
23.70
a 34.30
45.50
$ 56.20
S110.82

Be Wise! Choose

GRAND CORDON DRAWS MIXED EMOTIONS
staff of Japan's air self- . Gen• Shigeru Ura (left) chief of
defense forces, presents the Grand Cordon of the Rising
Sun to U. S. Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Curtis Lemay
in ceremonies in Tokyo. The award, Japan's highest decoration for foreigners, was presented on the 23rd anniversary
of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. The presentation
was vigorously protested by Japanese Socialists, who said
Lemay had been instrumental in the atomic bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. (UPI Cablephoto)
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Call for
Jimmy Rutherford
111 will come
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State Savings Bank

CHRISTMAS

72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

SPECIAL

tfotkozo,,cfocfok6f6cer, "eit.

STEREO
NI-FIDELITY

1495

$495
$695
$495

FORD 4 DI., Station Wagon
V•8, R.H., notom . P.S
FORD R.H.
Autom
OLDS. 4 Dr., Autorn,
Power Steering
FORD Conv't.
R.H., Autom

$695

FORD Fnirlane 500 Wagon
R.H., Auto,., V.8

$1795

FORD 4 Dr. Wagon
Fully Equipped

$895

FORD Coast, R.H., Autom.,
P.S., Solid Red, Black Top

$2495

$495
$495

FORD V-8, Retractable
Autos,

Financing No Problem, We Own Our

Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8871
OPEN NITES

flikk cf/14.1folb.45
WILL MEET YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY

•

AREA

LOCATION

DAY

Dixie Homes
Klondike School
Manassas School
Douglas - St. John Church
Binghampton
Orange Mound

Poplar at Ayers Stre,
Brown at Alma Street
Manassas at Firestone Blvd.
Chelsea at Brookins
Broad at Carpenter Street
Melrose High School
Playground
Kerr at Wilson
Porter & Williams Avenue
(Pratt' BIOS. Grocery)
Parkway at Texas
Mississippi at Lauderdale St.

Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Friday
Saturday

Dec. 18
Dec. 19

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Dec. 21
Dec. 22
Dec. 23

Hamilton High School
LeMoyne Gardens
Boothe Park
Foote Homes

12
14
15
16

17

6:30-8:00 P.M
Time Of Each Appearance
You Are Cordially Invited To
Bring Your Children

•

S

FREE GIFT For Every CHILD
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Racial Balance?

Only
Cyrus Hall Adams, III, a
member of the Board of Education, made an heroic attempt to
dispel the public apprOwnsion
over school integratia; OiF,the
w hole his expladation .was
seemingly intended to allay he
misgivings of those parents Who
are afraid of school mixing, and
whose preference for the preservation of the status quo ante
is borne out by their support of
the neighborhood school concept.
Unfortunately, Mr. Adams'
pronouncements have not cleared the air for Negro parents
who are deeply concerned not
only with thelgality of
tion that their Ilitikiren
ceiving but
which such
t
t
e .
Mr. Adams has conveyed the
impression that the Board of
Education is presently engaged
in a feverish quest for technical
ways and means to escape nebulous commitments rather
than implement the provisions
in the Hauser and the Havighurst reports that favor racial
balance.
When he said pontifically that
"White children are not going

to be forced. to attend schools
in areas in this city far from
their homes," he was obviously
soothint4W.,unstirWertcps of
the confirm
segregatio4ists.
Thef
'
sinteOdefnhs spe c'
h
that followed thiatt,afirmhtion
left no room for conjecture as to
the policy with which the board
is preoccupied.
"Negro children," Adams declared, "are not going to be sent
around to overwhelm white
schools." This statement is painfully explicit. And if it should
be taken at its face value, it
would mean that the civil rights
struggle for removal of the racial iwbalpince in :the p4t b 1 i c
scho. .of Ch/eato has been in
Those who have observed Mr.
Adams' action at board meetings
are unable to determine whether he is an apologist or a strategist for Schools Superintendent
Willis or whether Mr. Adams is
a sin cer e integrationist who
lacks the spoken words with
which to do battle with the enemy. In the perspective of human
experience it is never wise to
run the hares and the hounds
at the same time.

Struggle For Power
The inevitable showdown between the present white leadership in Southern Rhodesia and
the new Labor government in
Britain is at hand. At issue is
the determination of the white
Rhodesians to declare their independence without insuring
that of the native black population which exceeds the whites
by a margin of 50 to 1.
This move is intended to keep
the power to govern the country from passing into the hands
of the black majority. Britain
sees in this scheme an unworthy means of thwarting African
ambition. Downing S t re e t is
therefore vehemently opposed
to plan.
In order to counteract the
proposed action of the white
Rhodesians, the new Labor Cabinet in London has appointed
Sir Hugh Foot, who entertains
kindly feeling for African nationalism, RS Britain's permanent representative to the United Nations
The British government made
it clear that Rhodesian Premier
Ian Smith's consultation with
tribal chiefs on independence
under the present white power
structure is not within the scope
of African interest and that at
any rate such a . eonsultation is
unrepresentative of qualified
African opinion.

Aggravated by constant
threats taltitn'Sotithern Rhot.
desfa intg 'a South AfrUln satelite unless the wishes
the
white Rhodesian are respected,
and annoyed by the arrogance
of a belligerent white minority,
Britain has decided to make the
grant of independence to Southern Rhodesia contingent upon
the broad support of most of the
territory's inhabitants.
On this point there seems to
be unanimity of views between
Labor Prime Minister Wilson
and the man whom he succeeded, Conservative Prime Minister Douglas-Home.
There is, however, this marked distinction to be drawn between the Conservative and the
Labor governments. The former
thought that the march of
events, though slow, would in
time bring the white Rhodesians to their senses. On the other
hand, the ,Ot t ter government
wants to deal with the situation
now and disperse thd clouds that
have hung already too long over
the semi-colonial territory.

a

Naturally, African nationalist
leadership would welcome a
quick and equitable settlement
of the clash of interests. With
Britain on thaia...siclei- the African wish may eventually prevail.

In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN

What Is Happiness?
Sooner or later anyone who
breaks into print with any consistency is bound to receive letters from readers questing for
life's answer and demanding the
application of a specific expertise. I deal in nostalgia and sentimentality. and I get letters
from people wanting to know'
, What happiness is.
We ag have our problems and
I have no intention.- of answering any questions about happiness. Who knows?
Let me describe a typical letter. Invariably it comes from a
fellow who is relatively wellheeled. Invariably, he tells me
his children a& marvelous; all
have straight backs, well-shaped
heads. He has a nice wife whom
he loves. He went to a respectable college from which he grad.uated cum laude.
So far, he seems well on the
way to happiness, right? But
wait. Next comas an itemization
of all the possessions the family
owns. He owns a Jaguar convertible and still has the '62 station
wagon. He has a mortgage on a
$40,000 split level and the furniture is almost paid for. But
then, he asks rhetorically, who
owns home and furniture? So
why isn't he happy? Why
doesn't he have time to study
the little turtle and the little
turtle's world? Why can he never find time to explain to his
children, all of them well-behaved with straight back and
well-shaped h'eads, that the turtle is one of God's creatures.
Usually, I send this chap a

letter thanking him for his good
wishes and that's about all.
The folks who write to tell
me things don't make them happy are really writing to tell me
the wonderful things. Pride may
not have a good reputation
among the pious, but for all that
it is a real emotion and we know
that happiness is nothing if not
real emotion. Anyone who
wants happiness must learn to
settle.
Happiness is as abstract as the
world of the turtle. Or as abstract as the world that might
have been if all the Republicans hadn't split their tickets
for Lyndon B. Johnson
A Jaguar convertible, a neat
split-level, a '62 station wagon
with only 21,000 miles on it is
not at all abstract. It is material. No one comes upon them by
accident.
Let's see how the poet Carl
Sandberg answered the question. He wrote a poem:
I asked professors who teach the
meaning of life to tell me
what is happiness.
And I went to the famous executives who boss the work of
thousands of men.
They all shook their heads and
gave me a smile as though I
was trying to fool with them.
And then one Sunday afternoon
I wandered out along the Desplaines
,
River
And I saw a crowd of !Ungar!.
ans under the trees with their
women and children and a
keg of beer and an accordian.

Know
The
Negro
.By AL

Ducurr

Guy Who Remembers
Couple of weeks ago,. I teleHis popularity, ever tremenphoned Sammy Davis, Jr., to ask
dous has soared even higher
if he would make a benefit
with the gigantic Job he is doing
appearance at a big memorial
as the star of the Broadway hit.
Jelin F. Kennedy meeting and
6Golden Bal."
Lyndon B. Johnson tt1bute.N14,
I called for Sammy in one of
ing sponsored by iierlem youth% ...those amazingly ittnntious
who make up the wonderful
Roosevelt Zanders limousines.
anti-porgy known at, H A
As I waited for',11nn tit his living
YOU-ACT. •' •
room, I strolled about looking
Sunday is Sammy's day off to him — not only in recognition
the day he tries to reserve to
of his talent for acting — but
spend with his family in his goralso in tribute to his talent in begeous home on Manhattan's uping.
per East Side. Besieged with reFor Sammy Davis, Jr., is more
- tYsta
intervietvs and
than a superbly great- artist. -He
appearances, Sammy gets very
is a little guy who is ten feet
tall in his social concerns, his
little time to himself.

mint agency of our Federal
The violent and vicious atGovernment.
tack on Martin Luther King
Speaking at the Methodist
which came from the lips of J.
University in East Lansing,
Edgar Hoover gives one pause
Michigan the other night, we
for deep reflection. For decades
observed that Mr. Hoover ought
now, Hoover has been dealing
with the most despicable murto go down on his knees to bless
Martin King, rather than blastderers, kidnappers, rapists,
ing him. Had it not been for the
gangsters and mentally, morally
ill people imaginable.
sane, non-violent and virtually
martyred leadership Dr. King
To our knowledge, Mr. Hoovhas brought to our Southern
er has always remained imperproblems, we might have had a
turable, has never indulged in
most terrible holocaust of racial
the name-calling business with
regard to these social derelicts.
A lady in our audience—who
But now here comes the hehappened to be white — came
roic chieftain of the Federal Buup to us and pointed out that
reau of Investigation, launching
she is certain Mr. Hoover must
an ill-tempered and utterly stube operating under terrible
pid diatribe against a man who
pressures to make him come up
symbolizes the utmost in decenwith what she considered an uncy and courage in our society.
justified and abeoultely unwar
Hoover's absurd accusation
ranted assault upon Dr. King's
that Dr. King is a "notorious
Integrity.
liar" is evidence that the boss
Another lady, also not of
of the FBI is a much 41..4urbed
color, who handles mail at a homan.
tel where we have business acObviously, the criticism of
tivities, made an interesting
the Warren Commission re the
comment.
President's assassination and
"The nerve of Mr. Hoover
the questions asked about his
saying those things about Dr.
sending flowers to the unforKing," I overheard her say.
tunate Mr. Jenkins have rattled
"After all Dr. King's a Nobel
this man who has been a sacred
Peace Prize Winner, too."
elephant and immune from critShe was not thinking in terms
icism. Mr. Hoover would appear
of a white man attacking a colto be feeling his years.
ored man. It has gone beyond
More importantly, there is
this — the King legend. More
something else the FBI boss
Americans claim him and conseems to be feeling. Evidently
sider the fight he fighicrespectthe truth - as other civil rights
leaders have done - about the , able now teat it has been enobled with the nedorsement of the
seeming inability of the FBI to
highest award an individual can
take steps to protect American
get.
citizens of color in the South
As one of our friends remarkand to solve the many bombings
ed, this latest anti-King blast
of homes and churches......
will not hurt him. With AmeriMr. Hoover may have the best
cans of decent indoctrination,
of intentions but when you add
Martin King needs no defense.
up the score in the failure to
have
Ihey dont know by now that
you
South,
in
the
perform
he is the very characterization
to wonder whether he has not
of integrity and courage, they
come to an impasse in his ability
will never know it.
to direct the chief law enforce-
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WASHINGTON
-- MARCH OF EVENTS
By HENRY CATHCART
Central Press Washington Writer

Miss. Problem For LBJ
WASHINGTO — The death
of a federal judge in Mississippi has provided the principal ingredient for a potential
crisis between the White House
and a segment of Congress.
Normally, the appointment of
a successor, a presidential obligation, is made on the recommendation of the, principal political party leader of the state
involved. In this case it is one
of the two Democratic senators

from Mississippi.
However, in recent years Missippi judges have been conducting the courts and rendering decisions in civil rights cases that
run sharply contrary to federal
laws and principals.
Civil Rights leaders are unalterabl opposed to the selection
of another judge whose views
of the laws and of court procedures are not in accordance with
federal juridical principles.

vigilant awareness for the welfare of others, his refusal to forget from whence he came.
Dinner was delayed in that
lovely home as we whisked off
to the 369th Regiment Armory
where distinguished, white-haired HARYOU-ACT Board Chairman Arthur Logan and his associates were winding up the climaxing event in a three-day
"Festival of The Future"
The Festival dramatized, with
displays, exhibits, music a n d
fashion shows, pictures and
charts, the kind of tomorrow
HARYOU-ACT wants to give to
the young, deprived of the ghet-

"Any time you want to,
baby," Sammy replied. "Any
time." And, you know what? He
meant it.
He meant it too when he replied to us as we drove back to
his home, trying to find words
to thank him for leaving his
lovely home, leaving his family,
breaking into one day when he
ought to be relaxing and enjoying.
"It's little enough for me to
do," Sammy said soberly, "I
came from Harlem. I remember
when I used to run those streets.
If I can take time out like this
and make just one kid feel he
can grow up to be somebody, I'm
making it."
We said good night to him.
We watched him disappear into
the embrace of his home. We
drove off feeling it can't be too
bad a world in whch there exist
people like this—like this little
guy who remembers when he
was one of lb.anonymous faces
in the troubled ghetto.

to.
There were thonfiands of persons present, both young and
old. They gave Sammy Davis,
Jr., a wild and wenn ovation as
he entered the place. From one
of the balconies, a youngster
shouted: "Can I come to your
house?"
grinSammy looked up and
grin
dollar
million
that
ned
which is like • message of love.
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